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Hush, then, thy sad repining,
Some-where the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
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Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
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Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
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Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
Some-where, the heart is strong-er,
Some-where the clouds are rift-ed,
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